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The purpose of this workshop was to bring together free software experts and educators to discuss challenges that we face in the educational world at present and that we will face in the future and how they can be undertaken from a FLOSS perspective. The presence of FLOSS in education has not stopped growing in the last years both in K-12 and higher education, a trend that has benefited from using FLOSS to teach computer science and other disciplines, but also for teaching FLOSS as part of the curriculum. An example that can illustrate this situation is the teaching of computational thinking skills through computer programming, which is one of the latest trends in education. This field has been globally addressed almost exclusively with FLOSS technologies, both by using FLOSS platforms and programming languages, such as Scratch or Alice, but also by including in the curriculum the social aspects of software development that characterize FLOSS movements, like sharing and contributing to the community.
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Adopting Open Source IT Certification in Higher Education: Lessons from the Field
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Abstract. This paper suggests areas of good practice and considerations based upon the experience of embedding an open source information technology (IT) certification into a UK higher education program. Academically, open source is used as a vehicle for teaching general academic skills and values, but also as a collection of marketable skills. IT certification is used to further develop and signpost these skills to employers. This paper critically reviews literature in the fields of open source software in education and IT certification. A case study then discusses the methods used to embed such certification at Birmingham City University in the UK. Key barriers are reviewed along with a summary of lessons learned for the benefit of those considering similar actions.
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1 Introduction

Open source software (OSS) as defined by the Open Source Initiative [1] offers advantages over proprietary counterparts in areas such as acquisition cost [2], independence from vendors [3] and in some cases, improved reliability and performance [4, 5]. Such attributes are driving the increased popularity of OSS [6–8] into a ‘second wave’ of adoption beyond its traditional user base of computer enthusiasts [9]. OSS technologies now underpin many Internet delivery platforms [10] and are paving the way for the rapid expansion [11] of public and private cloud provision via technologies such as OpenStack [12]. However, this growth is not without problems. There is evidence to suggest demand for skilled practitioners is outstripping supply [11, 13]; applying extra pressure on the educational system to produce suitably qualified graduates to address this need.

With this backdrop in mind, this paper critically reviews literature regarding Information Technology (IT) certification and the use of OSS in education, highlighting a gap where these intersect. It then delivers a case study discussing the main issues surrounding the adoption of the Linux Professional Institute (LPI) Linux Essentials (LE) [14] certification as a valued-added extension to an academic
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curriculum at Birmingham City University (BCU) in the UK. It will then go on to identify lessons learned from this experience and areas where work is still needed.

2 Literature Review

2.1 The Role of Certification in Higher Education

Higher Education (HE) worldwide is coming under greater scrutiny than ever before [15–19]. Taking the UK as an example, there have been concerns [17] over the effectiveness of degrees generally [20] and the employment prospects for computing graduates in particular [21]. This has led to a focus on general employability and industry-relevant practical skills [22]. One method to signpost programs containing such skills is professional body accreditation through institutions such as the British Computer Society or the Institution of Engineering and Technology. However, such bodies may have limited international currency and while they are a broad assurance of overall ‘quality’ [23], they do not signpost any specific skill to an employer. Additionally, it has also been argued that such accreditation schemes can stifle innovative program design and have limited currency with students [24].

While accreditation can signpost employable skills, it cannot foster them. Industry placements are an effective approach to developing such skills [25], but the number of computing students taking up such opportunities has declined [26]. Suggested reasons include students not appreciating the benefits and practical issues relating to obtaining and attending placement employment [27]. As this decline limits the utility of placements, parallel methods need to be sought [28], one such being IT certification (henceforth certification) [29].

Certification comes in two broad forms, vendor-specific and vendor-neutral [30]. Vendor-specific certifications are developed and managed by the provider of that technology (e.g. Microsoft and Cisco). Vendor-neutral certifications are commonly offered by independent third parties, with content that is generic to many providers’ technologies (e.g. CompTIA, Linux Professional Institute). Both types of certification are valued when hiring IT practitioners [13, 31, 32], so much so that they may be a prerequisite for a position [22]. When not mandated, they may be used to differentiate [33] or quickly short-list suitable candidates [22]. Anecdotal evidence from BCU and elsewhere [32] suggests that even where certification is not officially sought by an employer, it can act a point of positive discussion during the selection process.

2.2 Challenges to Embedding Certification

While there appear to be employability benefits to the inclusion of certification within academic programs [34], few institutions have done this. Some do not consider it the job of HE [35], or consider it beneath the academic rigor of university-level study [34]. This poor perception of certification amongst academics
in particular may partly be explained by their own lack of understanding, with few holding these qualifications [36]. This negative view contrasts with disciplines such as law and accountancy where external certification is widely accepted [37]. In fact, there is evidence to suggest that HE is the correct place to embed certification. HE provides the theoretical underpinnings to scaffold the practical skills fostered by certification [38], leading to a greater depth of understanding [39] than either type of study alone.

Benefits notwithstanding, the content of some certifications has come under scrutiny. Some vendor-specific exams are narrow and product focused [38], and in some cases have been likened to propaganda [32]; a poor match for academic environments that promote critical thinking. Other exams may rely heavily on the reproduction of facts [40], leading to concerns that candidates may not know how to apply these skills in practice (so called ‘paper certifications’ [41]). This narrowness and focus on minutiae may contribute to the limited ‘shelf life’ of the skills taught [20].

As with the adoption of any innovation [42], the process of integrating certification can be challenging [32]. Academics may need to gain the certification themselves, a time-consuming and costly exercise [43]. This is commonly followed by a cycle of re-certification in the following years [39] to maintain qualified status. Changes may be required to the schedule of academic delivery, content, teaching style [29] and possibly even teaching staff. Where substantial commitment is not present, adoption may be reversed [29], leading to dissatisfaction amongst staff and students.

Given the rapid pace of technological change, educational programs delivering certification can date rapidly. The differing pace of change for academic and certification curricula can lead to conflicts [29], and may place additional pressures on those delivering synergized programs to be pro-active in adopting new technologies. Vendor-neutral alternatives have some advantages in this area [30], especially where the certified technologies are relatively stable. Linux may be one such example. Commands familiar to a UNIX administrator of 30 years ago can still be used on the latest distributions of Linux, bringing an element of continuity. When changes do occur, they are usually evolutionary, not revolutionary. This promotes stability in certification content, making them easier to integrate with academic programs.

2.3 Open Source in Education

OSS is increasingly used for teaching and learning [44]; both for pedagogic and infrastructure purposes. Often, as in industry, OSS is a pragmatic choice. The absence of a license fee permits easy trial [45], experimentation and deployment without a lengthy administrative overhead. This ease of ‘trialability’ is positively associated with the adoption of many technologies [42]. Pedagogically, OSS is commonly associated with software engineering [46], where such tools are frequently used in industry. There is also preliminary evidence to suggest that
participation in OSS development communities can foster employable skills such as communication and team working in a way that complements a formal education [47]. Participation in OSS projects has also been cited as a method to give students realistic challenges within their studies [48] or even as a ‘virtual placement’ in lieu of formal work experience [49].

There are numerous degree programs now teaching OSS principles and practices [50], and some have implemented ‘self-certification’ of OSS skills on an institutional basis [46]. However, unlike third party certification, this could suffer from limited currency in the job marketplace [32]. The author can find no work where OSS-specific skills have been verified via third-party certification, perhaps partially explaining the apparent lack of skilled practitioners in the eyes of some employers. To partly fill this gap, the following case study outlines how OSS vendor-neutral certification was integrated into a UK degree program and the lessons learned from that process.

3 Case Study

Two academic modules (discrete study elements) are the basis for this case study at BCU in the UK. Both modules supply similar outcomes on different computing degree programs, aiming to teach theoretical and practical skills relating to systems administration, computer networking, OSS concepts and transferable problem solving skills. The modules reference other subjects of study to allow synthesis of concepts and deep learning [51].

| Academic delivery (12 weeks) | Academic assessment | Boot camp (5 weeks) |

Fig 1. Module delivery pattern

Figure 1 shows the pattern of delivery utilized in the 2014/15 academic year. The academic portion of the modules are delivered via a one-hour slot in a traditional lecture theater and two hours in a computer lab, every week, for 12 weeks. The lecture session makes use of audience participation and flipped learning principles [52]. Students investigate OSS culture and projects outside of class and feed-back to the group during the lecture slot. The lab sessions develop practical skills by utilizing Linux virtual machines on an OSS virtualization platform, allowing students to easily re-create the lab environment on their own computers. Students are encouraged to work in small groups and peer-teach. Model solutions are provided in written and video format to allow self [53] and peer-assessment.

For practical administrative reasons, as well as the academic reasons previously discussed, the certification exam is not used for academic assessment. Summative assessment for the modules utilizes a combined theory and problem solving practical exam, delivered using the University’s virtual learning environment (VLE).
evaluative coursework exercise has also been used in the past in one of the modules to enhance the critical analysis skills of students.

The module content aligns to the LPI LE [14] certification program. This is a vendor-neutral, entry-level certification covering Linux system administration and general OSS skills. The certified material forms a subset of the material taught on the academic modules, with certification used as external verification of OSS skills. To facilitate the process of certification, students optionally attend a certification ‘bootcamp’ that follows on from the academic element of the module. The bootcamp program revises key exam topics and focuses on the further developing the skills needed to pass the certification exam. A variety of methods are used to prepare students for certification [54], but emphasis is placed on practical exercises and formative feedback via the use of practice questions. This means the face-to-face session are used as troubleshooting surgeries, rather than opportunities to ‘deliver’ content. In the penultimate week, students attempt a mock exam with the final week being the certification exam itself, facilitated by the University’s own LPI test center.

3.1 Discussion of Key Adoption Challenges

Choosing a Certification – Philosophy and Practicality
Choosing the right certification to adopt is a critical decision. Factors such as currency in the employment market need to be considered, but one of the most important is the match between the philosophy of the certification and the academic program. It is rare that curricula are designed from scratch, so there needs to be some synergy between the existing academic approach and the certification; or a willingness to make this the case. Unsuitable certification cannot be successfully ‘bolted on’ to an academic program.

At BCU, a number of ‘big-name’ Linux certifications were investigated, but all were found to be too expensive to run or prescriptive in their approach at that time. They also offered a ‘vendor’s eye view’ of the world, which was at odds with the focus of the academic curricula. At the time, the only vendor-neutral solution offering progression beyond one certification was the LPI program, and this is the scheme that was adopted. Two important aspects of the LPI offering are that their certifications are developed using open source principles and that a new certification was being designed with the academic environment in mind (Linux Essentials). The latter point was important, as this led to lower exam costs and aided the University’s facilitation of the certification process. The LPI also had a pragmatic approach to what preparation resources could be used and had clear certification life cycles [55], ensuring flexibility of academic delivery could be maintained.

Content Alignment and Difficult Choices
Students are busier than ever, with the pressure on their finances leading many to work long hours to support themselves through their studies [56]. With this in mind, additional work, over and above their compulsory academic studies may be viewed
with skepticism and will need to be visibly advantageous. This makes aligning the academic and certification content one of the main objectives to foster participation and success.

For the example presented here, the content of the modules is well-aligned to that of the LE certification, but there are differences. Academic degrees should provide high-level cognitive skills and it is felt that they should be distinct from training courses for specific technologies [39]. One of the major issues with offering certification in academic programs is also one of its major benefits, namely the detailed knowledge required to pass a certification exam. Much of this knowledge may be at an academically low level on Bloom’s taxonomy [57], making it hard to justify the use of such exams as part of a HE academic assessment process. Because of this, the decision was taken to separate the certification process from the academic assessment completely. While this may be detrimental to promoting participation in certification, it does resolve some concerns regarding both the rigor [58] and security [59] of certification exams.

The Right Support at the Right Time
When BCU initially trialed the LE exam in 2011/12, no structured support was offered for certification. Students who sat the exam found it challenging, something identified by others who have embedded certification [54]. This may be due to the disparity between the format and expectations of such exams and academic assessments. Whatever the reason, it was clear that additional support would be needed.

In industry, certification training is traditionally delivered via short, highly focused courses [43], sometimes called bootcamps. While the students already had much of the required skills and knowledge needed, the idea of using a bootcamp was compelling. However, deciding the timing and duration of this bootcamp proved challenging, and various formats were considered. One model that was quickly rejected due to resourcing and educational veracity concerns was the high intensity one week ‘burst’. Between the initial bootcamp in 2012/13 and the latest in 2014/15, both the time within the academic calendar and duration have been adjusted.

Duration proved the easiest problem to solve. During the first iteration in 2012/13, a three-session bootcamp was offered, but students indicated that they would like additional support. A further two weeks were added, and this format has been used since then. The positioning within the academic calendar proved more problematic. Term-time offerings were initially popular, but led to large drop-outs due to conflicts with academic assessment schedules. The availability of both staff and labs was also limited due to academic commitments. Bootcamps in the summer period seemed ideal, but some students reported issues with the availability of accommodation and conflicts with family and work commitments. After much debate, the summer option was retained, as participation in the certification exam seemed to be higher at this time of year.
Participation
While the idea of certification appeals to students, participation in the final exam is an area where improvement is needed. Those that engage with the post-course certification are generally successful, with 95% of those who attempted the exam achieving certification in 2015. However, the numbers attempting the exam are limited. In 2015, around 190 students were eligible to attend the bootcamp, but only around 11% sat the certification exam. While this may seem low, this compares favorably with published participation rates [54], suggesting this is a generic rather than local issue.

One major barrier to participation is the cost of sitting a certification exam [60]. Certification is not currently considered a core part of the students' learning at the university, so is not covered in their tuition fees. One of the factors leading to the selection of the LE certification was its low cost, but any cost to the student is still a barrier to participation. This has been partially ameliorated by students competing for funded exam vouchers, but these are limited in number. New funding models and incentives are being investigated with a view to increasing the numbers of potential participants.

3.2 Summary of Lessons Learned
The literature shows that some attempts to embed certification have been unsuccessful [29] due to practical issues and philosophical objections. Some of these have been discussed in detail above, but others are also worthy of consideration and are summarized below:

1. Certification is challenging, so commitment is needed from the institution and staff to maximize the chance of student success. Half-hearted commitment will lead to dissatisfied staff and students. Those teaching and advising students need to have a good understanding of the benefits and practices of certification and ideally need to hold the qualification themselves. This will require a program of staff and resource development prior to offering certification to students.

2. Ensure that the academic and certification syllabuses are well-aligned. The greater this disparity, the harder it will be for students to succeed.

3. ‘Sell’ the benefits of participation to students. Able students may see the benefits for themselves, but others may need convincing. Consider using alumni to assist in this activity.

4. Check that the chosen certification provider does not mandate or restrict what resources must be used during preparation. Many vendor and third-party materials utilize a didactic approach to content delivery, which students familiar with a more participatory approach, may find unappealing. The ability to customize delivery and select appropriate resources is therefore essential.

5. Preparation for certification is not just a class based activity, personal study
is a necessity. Books, software, labs and practice questions need to be accessible as and when needed by students.

6. Offer coaching in certification exam techniques, as well as content. This may form part of the academic program itself, or be add-on support, such as a bootcamp. Many students will not be familiar with the customs and practices of certification and will need help to perform at their best.

7. Time delivery of support such that the students can focus their attention on it sufficiently. While there is no perfect time, some times are better than others and this will need to be identified on a local basis.

8. Look at factors surrounding the academic environment such as availability of student accommodation outside term time, student workloads and resource availability. These are issues that can impinge upon participation.

9. If certification is optional, offer incentives to participate (free exam vouchers, prizes, etc.). While the benefits of participation should be enough by themselves, pressures on modern students mean they may not be sufficiently tempting on their own.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Despite being an imperfect solution, certification can form part of a valuable employability package for HE students. It offers the dual benefit of fostering and signposting the skills needed by employers, making it a useful method of embedding employable skills into an academic program. This paper has outlined some of the methods by which BCU has successfully embedded and aligned the LE certification as part of its students’ learning journey.

In this institution (as elsewhere [29]), the separation of certification from the academic element via means of a bootcamp has been found to aid in the certification process. This has helped to clarify student priorities and ensure that academic rigor and high-level skills are maintained. However, the alignment between academic and certification syllabuses is essential to ensure students can achieve certification success with a modest outlay of additional effort. As elsewhere [61], factors such as the timing of support, staff commitment and qualifications as well as the academic and social environment have been found to be significant in ensuring successful outcomes. However, challenges remain surrounding certification costs and participation rates, underlining that they should form part of a suite of employability measures, and not be the only solution.

To tackle some of these issues, we encourage further work to understand and mitigate barriers to student participation in certification. It would also prove instructive to have a better picture of whether it is the content of the certification itself that appeals to employers or the fact that the student has extended their studies beyond the required minimum, and whether there are generic factors that differentiate certifications in the eyes of an employer.
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Abstract. A major difference between Scratch and other visual programming languages aimed at learning computational thinking skills is that it offers a web platform where learners can interact by sharing with and contributing to the community. Such a platform allows them to learn many of the social aspects of software development that characterize the FLOSS movement. However, most of the investigations that analyze social aspects of the Scratch community have been based on a small scale. This work presents a comprehensive approach, as we have analyzed data from the platform, from 2007 to 2012, to measure how social the Scratch community is by studying user contributions in terms of number of comments, friends, favorites and galleries. The analysis involves over one million learners with almost two million projects. The results indicate that the vast majority of users barely make use of the social capabilities offered by the Scratch platform.
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1 Introduction

Scratch\textsuperscript{12} is a visual programming language specifically designed for young learners that is being massively used worldwide; the stats in the Scratch website\textsuperscript{1} indicate that there are more than ten million Scratch users. One of the main differences with other, similar visual programming languages, such as Alice\textsuperscript{2}, Snap!\textsuperscript{7} or Kodu\textsuperscript{8}, is that Scratch offers a web platform with social features to share, study and remix projects, post comments or work in teams. Thus, Scratch programmers have the opportunity to learn the social aspects of software development that characterize FLOSS (Free/Libre Open Source Software) movements, like sharing and contributing to the community.

However, most of the research papers that highlight the advantages for learners of participating in the Scratch community are based on small scale studies.

\textsuperscript{1} http://scratch.mit.edu/statistics
The Scratch team states that “Participation and collaboration within online communities can support, inspire, and enable young people to become active creators (and not just consumers) of interactive media.” [1], but this statement is based on three concrete cases that illustrate different types of collaboration that allowed more complex and elaborated projects. In a similar vein, the Scratch team argues that scratchers “not only learn important math and computer science concepts, but they also develop important learning skills: creative thinking, effective communication, critical analysis, systematic experimentation, iterative design, and continual learning” [9], based on five cases in which user collaboration fostered the improvement of projects.

This work is the first step of a series of investigations with a different approach, as we are trying to identify the impact of social participation on software development skills by analyzing, not a few cases, but performing a comprehensive study of the whole community. Specifically, the research question that we try to answer in this paper is following:

**RQ: How social is the Scratch community in terms of number of comments, friends, favorites and galleries?**

To give an answer to this question we have analyzed a dataset that includes the first five years, approximately from 2007 to 2012, of public data from the Scratch online community website.

2 Background

Several authors have previously investigated patterns of participation in the Scratch community from different points of view and with distinct objectives. The contributions, mechanisms of gratification and patterns of participation of 65 young students (between 9 and 17 years old) learning to program with Scratch are studied in [15], finding no differences based on gender.

100 randomly selected projects, along with their associated comments, were analyzed in [3] to evaluate the skills of the developers in terms of collaboration and code reuse. In spite of the important number of generated comments, researchers could not find a single case in which the feedback originated some kind of online collaboration. In addition, the level of code reuse was around 5%, and only 40% of the remixes implicated modifications in the code, being the majority of changes related to modification or inclusion of images and sounds.

Aiming to assess the evolution of Scratch users, both from technical and social points of view, in a subsequent investigation the same researchers selected data from 250 random users that had programmed in total around 1,000 projects [13]. The findings of this paper are unexpected, as even though a positive progression in terms of social skills is detected, a negative progression in the technical abilities is also observed.

Attempts to analyze bigger amounts of data from the Scratch repository can also be found in the literature. The activity of 5,000 users during three months is analyzed in [5]. In general, no correlation between online participation
and project sophistication was detected. However, authors highlight that a very small and extremely active group of users utilized more complex programming instructions than the rest. With the goal of presenting implications in the design of collaborative tools and communities [6], the activity in the community was analyzed to identify patterns of participation. In [14] the comments generated by 5,000 users in a month was studied, stating that comments about projects show a richer language than other kind of comments.

Finally, an investigation with 2.4 million Scratch projects, which analyzes the same dataset that we have studied for our research, shows that users who remix more often utilize a larger set of programming commands and are more likely to use computational thinking concepts from the projects they remix [4].

3 Data

For this investigation we have worked with a collection of datasets that includes the first five years, approximately from 2007 to 2012, of public data from the Scratch online community website.

The set of datasets are divided into Core datasets, which describe the major objects and relationships captured by the Scratch website, such as users, projects, galleries or favorites; Text and Code datasets, which contain user submitted text; and Project Analytics Datasets, such as the project blocks table, which holds the blocks used in each project.

To answer the research question of this paper we have analyzed the data included in the Core datasets. Specifically, we have worked with the information on 1,056,951 users, 1,928,699 projects, 120,097 galleries, 1,313,200 friends, 1,041,387 favorites and 7,788,414 project comments that are available in the datasets.

4 Results

Although there is more than 1 million active users in the dataset, only 304,793 had published at least one project, so we selected this subset to study their social behavior.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of users in terms of time in the community (measured in days between the first and last published projects) and the number of published projects. As can be seen, both are extremely skewed distributions, with a vast majority of users with a small amount of projects and a short time in the community. However, there exists an extremely small set of users who publishes lots of projects and spends a long time in the Scratch community.

As shown in Figure 2, the same phenomenon applies when social activities of users are studied. Most of the users barely make use of the social features

---

2 Access to the datasets can be requested at https://llk.media.mit.edu/scratch-data/
of the Scratch platform, while a tiny number of users seem to be remarkably social, as they create galleries, post comments, make friends and mark projects as favorites on a highly active basis.
In the dataset there are 68,604 users who have created at least 5 projects. Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation and percentiles for each of the social activities taken into account. If medians are considered, the average user makes one friend, writes five comments, and creates no galleries nor favorites any project. These results indicate that, even for those users who have published several projects and have therefore had time to interact in the community, the immense majority of them barely make use of the social capabilities offered by the Scratch website.

**Table 1.** Social activities of users with at least 5 published projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Galleries</th>
<th>Friends</th>
<th>Favorited</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>100.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>65.33</td>
<td>69.30</td>
<td>538.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4,281</td>
<td>6,721</td>
<td>31,669</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, there seems to be differences in the projects of users who participate in the community and those who do not make use of social features. Table 2 shows the number of blocks, different types of blocks, costumes, sounds, and user generated strings of projects that are included in collaborative galleries and projects that are not. As can be seen, projects in collaborative galleries are larger, use a broader set of instructions and seems to be more elaborated, as they include more costumes, sounds and texts. We think that future research should further study the differences of learning and development between social and non social users.

**Table 2.** Characteristics of projects in collaborative galleries and projects not in them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not in collab gallery</th>
<th>In collab gallery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>1,469,386</td>
<td>459,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocks</td>
<td>100.84</td>
<td>152.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of blocks</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>14.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costumes</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>25.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sounds</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugstrings</td>
<td>36.15</td>
<td>55.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Conclusions and future research

This work is the first step of a series of investigations aiming to identify the impact of social participation on the development of computational thinking skills by analyzing data available in the Scratch platform. Specifically, the research question that we tried to answer in this paper is how social is, on average, the Scratch community in terms of comments, friends, favorites and galleries.

The results indicate that the vast majority of Scratch users barely make use of the social capabilities offered by the website. In fact, if medians of users who have published at least five projects are considered, the average user makes one friend, writes five comments, and creates no galleries nor favorites any project. Future research should compare this level of activity with other social, coding communities.

It must be taken into account, though, that since 2012 there have been important modifications in the Scratch website focused on the enhancements of users’ social participation. Hence, while 283,118 comments were generated during October 2012, that figure increases to 2,232,072 in the same month of 2015\(^3\). Consequently, access to the new dataset with data of the activity in the community in more recent years would allow us to perform new investigations that could yield different conclusions.

Furthermore, we must note that the social participation that has been analyzed in this paper is limited to online activities. Nonetheless, other social actions performed in offline contexts, such as helping a peer in a classroom or working in teams, which also have effects on the development of their coding skills, are out of the scope of this study.

At this moment we are performing an investigation that analyzes the impact of social participation in the learning of programming skills. In order to measure the coding skills we have modified Dr. Scratch [10], a static code analyzer for Scratch projects that automatically assesses computational thinking skills [11], making adjustments based on the data of the Project Analytics Datasets. In consequence, the results of future research will allow us to measure whether, and to what extent, actively participating in a software community accelerates the learning of programming skills.
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Abstract. Organisations could benefit from the improvements in collaborative learning and increased control gained by the use of open source software. EtherPad enables simultaneous updates on a shared document from remotely located participants. We discuss the adoption life-cycle of this open source tool in the context of a strategic intervention, with a focus on a learning agenda to guide the installation and configuration processes, and to reduce the learning curve involved in the adoption experience.

1 Introduction

Many organisations have requirements for long-term maintenance of software systems and associated digital assets [5]. One type of software systems that is important for small companies revolves around tools to support collaboration between employees who may be geographically distributed over different sites. In some circumstances proprietary cloud solutions for collaboration (e.g. Google Docs and Office 365) may be inappropriate for use in a small company context for a number of reasons. For example, there are risks of being locked-in in various ways (such as file format lock-in, product lock-in, vendor lock-in, and contract lock-in). One means for mitigating such risks is to utilise open standards and open source solutions [4]. In this paper, we focus on how small companies can support organisational learning through the adoption of a specific open source tool (EtherPad) for collaboration between employees.

Over the past decade, many innovative small companies have realised the potential of engaging with open source projects and incorporated mission critical open source software as part of their IT infrastructure. Strategic use of open source software in small companies provides an effective means for maintaining control of software systems and business critical digital assets over long life-cycles [2]. The EtherPad tool (available at http://etherpad.org/) is one example of open source software, which provides means for collaborative creation and maintenance of documentation and notes when individuals are geographically distributed. By use of this tool in a small company context, it is possible to maintain control of sensitive
data on local servers within the company ecosystem. For some usage scenarios, it may be critical that data resides within the organisational context and that data remains within national boundaries.

The overarching goal of the study is to demonstrate how the EtherPad tool may provide a means for organisational learning and collaboration within a small company context. There are two specific objectives. First, we present a strategy for a planned intervention of introducing EtherPad in a small company context. Second, we illuminate how the EtherPad tool may be adopted and effectively implemented and used in a small company context.

2 Intervention Strategy

Open source tools offer a sustained business growth through the brainpower of broader open source communities and implementations of open standards. The potentially significant business benefits generated from immense cost-reduction are prompting small companies to learn about and adopt open source tools and cloud services. EtherPad is an open source tool, which incorporates features to facilitate collaboration through remote personal interactions. A planned intervention facilitates the adoption process through a learning strategy that increases the rate of EtherPad diffusion across coordination meetings. This strategy includes a major learning support element of both the tool and the collaborative knowledge when using it.

The proposed intervention strategy assumes a preliminary diagnosis of a business process addressed by the intervention [7], which consists in facilitating coordination meetings. The intervention needs also to be driven by potential improvements in the business process, which in our case translates into enhancing employee experiences with cognitive collaboration skills through EtherPad [1]. However, in this paper we focus on an action plan for the intervention, by rolling out EtherPad through a systematic installation process and a persuasive experiential learning activity.

3 Intervention Plan

Our approach to open source adoption in small companies is problem-driven to trigger the motivation for learning and embracing open source tools. In this section, we reveal the problem context followed by a suggested solution that integrates the EtherPad open source tool. We then show a design approach and list practical implementation steps to walkthrough the proposed solution. Finally, we present the tool in action along an illustrative business scenario to learn about using the tool in the suggested problem context.

3.1 Problem

Small companies are frequently faced with situations where coordination meetings bring together geographically distributed parties to brainstorm on a future action,
such as promotion, marketing campaign, or planning the development of a new product. Consider a Swedish company headquartered in Stockholm, which manufactures laboratory equipment that are further distributed via agents based in Gothenburg and Malmo, respectively. Distributors supply offshore customers in Budapest and Warsaw. Regular meetings are arranged by headquarter executives with distributor agents and sometimes customers as well to collect feedback and assess the market needs. The proceedings of each meeting are collaboratively elaborated and need to be recorded via an online shared platform that is privately hosted to avoid any leak of information to potential competitors. The final notes are published locally at the company’s internal electronic space and made available in a secured environment. Archived versions are stored in plain text formats to be preserved digitally, which maintain vital links of the company intelligence into the past.

The need for true collaboration and snapshots recording of meeting proceedings prompt the adoption of EtherPad. The learning curve needs however to be smoothed out through a systematic instructional roadmap to set stakeholders to speed, and reduce operational costs. In doing so, stakeholders also discover the benefits of collaborative learning and the merits of collective decision-making.

### 3.2 Solution

The proposed scheme suggests combining an online teleconference application with a collaborative notes-taking open source tool, namely EtherPad. A preliminary meeting agenda document is set out by the management executives to discuss the functions involved in fulfilling customer requests in terms of product development, marketing, operations, distribution, finance and customer service. In this business scenario, roles are attributed to the meeting participants to intervene freely and contribute to the meeting with real-time contents and within designated sections of the shared agenda document. As information flows across the shared document driving market reflections from distributors and selected customers, management decisions are drawn from a dashboard-like platform that is correlated to the supply chain profitability.

### 3.3 Design

The advent of cloud computing and open source platforms spawned a suite of low-cost evolving software and platforms. As an alternative to using the public cloud however, a private configuration may be prevailed. Our intervention strategy in this paper promotes a platform for content sharing and development to facilitate a private virtual collaborative workspace among participants in coordination meetings. This approach expects a host server application to be installed in a computing node from which EtherPad services are made available to selected consumers. This is how a meeting is initiated in our problem context, where all meeting data are actually recorded in a local host server. Fig. 1 shows a high-level architecture of this configuration.
4 Implementation

To implement the design solution for the collaborative meeting described earlier, EtherPad is used as content sharing platform. EtherPad is an open source tool, which provides Web based pads for real-time text-based group discussions. EtherPad comes out of the box with a pre-configured database and SSL support. The pre-installed open source database management system (DirtyDB) can handle up to one million records. Beyond this threshold, and for further production use, the MySQL open source DBMS is recommended. The migration from DirtyDB and the configuration of MySQL are facilitated by the highly configurable options provided by EtherPad. In addition, EtherPad is installed from the latest version of the upstream GitHub repository to ensure consistency with released updates and patches.

As shown in Fig. 2, EtherPad interface embeds a chat window that is visible to all meeting members. The toolbar offers a range of functionalities including formatting and scrolling back across time to visualise past snapshots of the meeting notes. There is no particular authentication process to participate in the meeting. Instead, the meeting link to the shared pad is distributed among relevant parties only. The implementation process is mainly handled at the server-side that hosts the EtherPad service. This one-time process makes the open source tool available for private use among all meeting attendees. Next, we reveal a systematic step-by-step installation guide to setup EtherPad. Further details about this process can be found in: https://github.com/ether/etherpad-lite/wiki and http://blog.etherpad.org.
4.1 Server Installation

The installation instructions listed in Fig. 3 assume a dedicated server. However, a private cloud server option is possible using open-source virtualisation technologies available through the CentOS project [6]. In either case, the server installation process requires a prior library package and a bridge with the EtherPad original repository to sync the installed version with remotely released updates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1: Install Node.js</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This server-side JavaScript package allows lightweight real-time data-push over Web sockets used to facilitate two-way connections among distributed pads. The package can be downloaded from nodejs.org, and then installed locally.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 2: Create a folder where EtherPad is hosted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Since EtherPad is an open-source tool, all development resources related to this project will be downloaded as well within this folder, including source codes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 3: Clone the Git Repository</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The open-source tool is downloaded from an open-source version-control platform, namely GitHub. This approach bridges the local installation with the original project to ensure seamless updates. The following command creates a clone of the current version of the tool project files:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>git clone git://github.com/ether/etherpad-lite.git</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A new folder will be created with the name etherpad-lite. We should position the workspace within this folder using the command line before proceeding to the next step.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 4: Run EtherPad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To start EtherPad service, the following command needs to be typed:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>bin/run.sh</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtherPad could then be tested on the local machine by pointing the browser to the following URL: <code>http://127.0.0.1:9001</code>. Once EtherPad appears on the browser window, it indicates a successful installation of EtherPad as a Web service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. EtherPad installation steps

4.2 Client Invocation

The Distribution Manager positioned in the head office at Stockholm would run an instance of EtherPad service to prepare for the meeting. This client request results in a new pad, which has a unique name to be shared among the other meeting attendees. The link to this pad is conveyed to the other parties involved in the meeting, who are remotely positioned. The URL to a pad is made-up of the EtherPad host address followed by the port number 9001 used by the server to listen to incoming EtherPad traffic. This URL creates a new pad. Attendees who join the meeting enter the same URL and then they are prompted to enter the shared pad name. All parties using this
URL will view on their browser a common pad space used for collaborating on the meeting agenda items using this link: http://"Host server IP address":9001.

4.3 Plugins

Although EtherPad could now be made functional, there is an exhaustive list of plugins that can enhance its capabilities. To access this list, we need to access the admin interface using the following URL: http://"Host server IP address":9001/admin/plugins. EtherPad will respond by requesting the admin credentials, which can be obtained and updated by uncommenting the “users” section of EtherPad configuration file “settings.json” located in the root of EtherPad folder, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

```
/* "users": {
   "admin": {
      "password": "changel",
      "is_admin": true
   },
   "user": {
      "password": "etherpad",
      "is_admin": false
   }
}, */

"users": {
   "admin": {
      "password": "etherpad",
      "is_admin": true
   },
   "user": {
      "password": "etherpad",
      "is_admin": false
   }
}, /*
```

**Before**

**After**

Fig. 4. Enabling “admin” user in EtherPad

This configuration amendment enables the access to EtherPad plugins interface with a given password (which in this case is “etherpad”). The plugins interface could be used to extend the capabilities of EtherPad. We would particularly install the toolbar plugin, which provides a menu style file toolbar shown in Fig. 5. The toolbar plugin reveals the file menu, which enables imports or exports of files to or from EtherPad in text, html or EtherPad format. The extension to proprietary document formats (e.g. DOC) and open document formats (e.g. ODF), can also be obtained with the installation of AbiWord on the local system, followed by a further adjustment in the configuration file (i.e. “settings.json”). This configuration amendment consists in replacing the command line: "abiword": null, with "abiword": "/usr/bin/abiword".

The plain text export option could be used to maintain an archival duplicate of data generated by EtherPad, for digital preservation purposes. This ensures a sustainable access to the information in archived documents.
4.4 Scenario

We elaborate a scenario for organisational implementation of EtherPad in which market changes dynamically prompt a company to review its distribution channels regularly to respond to customer needs. A coordination meeting initiated by the head office of a small company based in Stockholm sets an agenda for this purpose. The feedback collected from neighbouring Gothenburg and Malmo agents reveal a new strategic move to optimise the company distribution channels, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The colours distinguish intervening parties and the critical decision is built collaboratively.
5 Conclusion

We have presented an intervention approach to drive adoption of an open source tool in a small company context. We also revealed a rollout plan to assist the adoption process by addressing a recurrent organisational need pertaining to collaborative learning. The intervention approach and rollout plan proposed in this study promote technology transfer from open source communities. We find that important implications for practice are that the adoption of an open source tool aid organisational learning, and that organisations gain control of business critical software systems and associated digital assets. Furthermore, we conjecture that an organisational implementation of the open source tool investigated could empower companies to collaborate on the creation of common assets that they can jointly use in product development. Finally, an organisational implementation which involves engagement with an open source project may be strategically beneficial for a company as they adopt the work practice of contributing to the open source community. Hence, such a practice will also be beneficial for the broader open source community and promote learning amongst those involved.
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